
 

 

 
Many people may wonder, what is the insolvent project?, How it can be 

implemented? Who is the Insolvent? , How can the National Prisoner 

Foundation have access to their stories?   

 

Here, we can give account for such questions: 

Insolvent issues can be considered as thorny due to being associated for 

one hand to grievance, social tragedy and to oblivion in the other hand.  

Insolvents’ issues determinants usually are nothing more than debtor and 

creditor treated the same before the jurisdiction that consider not the 

insolvents’ suffering and tragedy experienced in prison that may level up 

to grievance. 

Under the sense of humanitarian responsibility, National Prisoner 

Foundation has led the initiative to extend the hand of help to those 

hopeless insolvent prisoners so to bring happiness back to their families.  

Therefore, NPF has worked diligently in the pursuit of achieving of this 

goal starting with a field survey for more than 30 prisons in Yemen with 

serious and legal planning to monitor many insolvency cases.  

For the survey purposes, standards have been developed for the selection 

of insolvents for release. Standards have been set on humanitarian and 

legal basis. Standard one was that the prisoner had no bad intentions and 

the case was out of his/her control. The humanitarian standards includes 

questions like whether the prisoner is the only breadwinner, how many 

family members does he have?, was he/she enrolled to college? , what is 

his physical and mental health state?, and most importantly that  his case 

shall be  non-criminal and just.      

During selection process, NPF strongly adopted these standards and 

started working in 2016 with fund of businessmen to bring hope and 

smile to the prisoners’ families gradually. About one year since project 

start,  NPF assisted and released  (135) prisoner drawing back the smile 

on their faces through assistance over ( 137) million YR provided after 

application of the previous standards.  

It is worth mentioning that NPF does not provide the financial support 

funded by businessmen and some companies haphazardly without a plan 

and standards, however there are several stages followed for the selection 

or rejection, including getting info from the prisoner,  his family ,the 

suiter and the verdicts followed by  NPF quest of search for funder to 

make the prisoners ‘dream of freedom come true. 

NPF with its funders every year is keen to contribute significantly and 

continuously within this project. 



NPF is hopeful that coming year 2017 will achieve greater success in 

alleviating  the suffering of insolvent calling upon all on behalf of 

mothers waiting to embrace their sons , a child dreamed to see his father 

again, and the future awaits the insolvent prisoner to achieve freedom and 

see the light again, be done only by the assistance of  businessmen, 

corporations and philanthropists upon which NPF hope is based on  to 

restore insolvents’ liberty and smile again. 
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